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T SHALL begin by trying to state Berkeley's doctrine as
I clearly and fairly as I can. I want to be fair both to Berkeley
and to his opponents, and I believe that it is impossible to do this
unlessone introduces certain modifications in his terminology.
Berkeley conducts his discussion in terms of the word 'idea',
which he took over from Locke, and Locke described ideas as
the objects of a man's mind when he thinks. By 'thinking'
Locke obviously meant to include all forms of cognizing, including sense-perception.
Now this unfortunate word 'idea' has certain implications
which caus6it to beg the question in Berkeley'sfavour. Perhaps
we can see this most readily by taking the following example.
I have sometimes seen St. Paul's Cathedral, I have sometimes
remembered it, and I have sometimes thought discursively
about it. Therefore St. Paul's Cathedral is or has been an bbject
of my mind when I cognize. So, if we are to take Locke's
description literally, St. Paul's Cathedral is an idea. Now this
sounds extremely odd. The plain man would say: There are
many ideasof St. Paul's Cathedral, and each of them is an idea
which someonehas of it at some time. There is my idea of it
and your idea of it; there is the idea of it which I had as a child
and the very different idea of it which I have now. On the
other hand, there is one St. Paul's Cathedral; it is nonsensical
to apply the possessivepronouns 'my' and 'your' to it; and it
can remain unchanged when a person'sidea of it changes.il
It is plain how unfairly the word 'idea' operates in favour of
Berkeley's views. We start with Locke's definition of an idea
in which St. Paul's Cathedral is an ide-al---i;;;1"*ii
,l*
ordinary implieations of the word overpowetrus, and we admit
that it is nonsensicalto talk of an idea which is not an idea in
So and so's mind at such and such a time. And so we are browbeaten into admitting that it is meaningless to suggest that
St. Paul's Cathedral exists when no one is perceiving it. It is
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hopelessto- pursue the discussionin terms of an ambiguous
word like this.
Let us therefore introduce words which do not have tfrrse

it fotlows that there cante no unperceivedmaterial objects.
This completesrvhat I will call the negative or deslructive
part of Berkeley'sdoctrine. If the conteniion that there could
bc no rrnsensedsensibiliabe admitted, we can drop the technical
terms sensingand sensibileand confine ourselvesio the familiar
term 'sensation'throughout the rest of the argument. For everyonc would admit that there can be no sensingwhich is not
clircctedupon a sensibilc,and Berkeleycontends-thatthere can
tre no sensibilewhich is not sensed. Accordingly we can take
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the sensation as our unit in stating the rest of his theory, and
can regard the sensingand the sensibilefor the present as two
distinguishablebut inseparableaspectsin it.
We can now state in our own way the more positive part of
Berkeley's doctrine. It is a fact that a person's sensationstend
to fall into a number of groups, each consisting of closelyinterconnected sensationsof various kinds. It is a fact that, when sensations like someof thosein one of thesegroups recur, sensations
like others in that group tend to recur also. It is such facts as
these which are the cash-[asis of the statement that a person
can perceive a number of different material objecu at the same
tirne and that he can perceive each of them on many occasions.
Berkeleydoesnot saymuch about the statement that two or more
persons may percerve the same material object either at the
sameor at different times. But it is obviousthat he must contend
that this boils down to the fact that severalpeopleunder certain
assignableconditions may have groups of interconnected sensations which are similar aswholes and have correlated differences
of detail.
Berkeley is naturally concerned to deal, in terms of this thbory,
with the statement, which is obviously often true in some sense,
that a material object existed when no one was perceiving it.
His first move is to reduce it from a categorical to a conditional
form. To say that my table existed when no one was in the
room is equivalent to saying that,_!f anyone had fulfilled certain
conditions, which can be stated in terms of certain sensations
which he would have had, then he would have had such other
sensationsaswould lead us to say that he was perceiving a table.
This solution does not altogether satisfy Berkeley, however. It
is plain that he doesnot feelcomfortablein reducing a categorical
statement to a statement about what would have happened
under conditions which were not in fact fulfilled. ,, ,,
It is at this stagethat God is introduced. It is suggestedthat
whenever it is true in the popular senseto say that a certain
material object existed though no one was perceiving it, 'no
one' must be unHsrstood to mean 'no man or animal'. The
statement will not be true unless God actuallv had sensations
sufficiently like those which a man or utri-il would have had
if certain conditions had been fulfilled.
This, however, is not the only part which God plays in
Berkeley's theory. Sensationsare events, and a person's sensations come and go without and even againsthis will. It seemed
obvious to Berkeley that a person's sensations must have
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efficient causeswhich are active agents. It also seemedobvious
to him that sensationscan exert no agency; they are the purely
passiveeffectsof causesquite unlike themselves.So one'sJensations are caused by something, and that something is neither
one's own volition nor one's past sensations.Berkelly thinks it
obvious that the only possibleagentsare minds or spirits, and
t[2f the nnlw lncsihle lrind of efficient_g4r]_sg
is volitibn. If we
put all this together, it follows th?i o"E re"satio"s must be
produced in one telepathically through the volitions of another
penion or persons. I think that Berkeleywasprobably influenced
here by the analogy with voluntarily initiated mental images.
If a p-ersonis-good atimagery he can at will produce quite vivid
visual or auditory images. These are evidently very iimilar to
or auditory sensations,which occur independently of his
"iT4
volition.
I suspectthat Berkeleythought that eich man,i sensations are produced in him telepathicalltby the volitions of a
ItT.jS spirit in much the same way as each man's voluntarily
initiated mental images are produced in him by the ,immanent
action of his own volitions.
Now we have to consider, not merely this, that, and the other
particular s'ensation,but also the fact that sensationscome in
such recurrent bundles as we have already described. Berkeley
insists that there is no kind of logical necessityfor sensationsto
come in recurrent bundles at all, and that there is also no kind
oflogical necpssityfor the specialregularitiesofcoexistenceand
sequencewhich actually hold among sensations.It isjust a fact
that thegroupings and the recurrencesare such aswe ixpress by
saying that each of us perceives a number of rnore or less persistent thin-gq that each us can perceive any of these things
.of
on many- different occasions,and that the same things can b"e
perceived simultaneously or successively by many different
persons.Now this intrinsically contingent unity and coherence
among-the sensationsof each individual, and this further unity
and coherenceamong the.sensationsof many different individuals, requires explanation. This explanation must lie in the
nature of the causesof the sensations.We alreadv know that
these causesmust be volitions; but, for all that has been said
hitherto, some might be caused by the volitions of one mind
and some by those of another. We can now go farther. The
unity and coherenceamong the sensationsstrongly suggestthat
the volitions which causethem all belong to a singreinteiligent
person who telepathically generatessensationsin men's minds
in accordancewith a settled coherent plan. Such a being must
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have superhuman intelligence in order to plan so complex a
result. He must alsohave superhumanporvers. For his volitions
affect continually, directly, and telepathically the minds of all
finite persons,whilst the only direct effect of any finite person's
volitions is to generatean occasionalimage in his own mind or
to modify someof his own kinaestheticsensations.
Thus the one person whose volitions generate all the concatenated sensationsin all finite minds may fairly be called
divine in respectof his wisdom and his power. What about the
further divine attribute of goodness?It is of great advantage
to us that our sensationscome in recurrent bundles, and that
there are rules which we can discoverin accordancewith which
a variation in one kind of sensationis accompanied or immediately followed by a correlated variation in sensationsof other
kinds. By attending to theserules we can securesensationswhich
are directly pleasant or are commonly followed by pleasant
ones and we can avoid those which are directly unpleasant or
are commonly followed by unpleasant ones. This is an uncovenanted mercy, since there need have been no regularities
at all; and it showsthat the being whopr@uces our sensations
is benevolentlydisposedtowards us.
So much can be concludedfrom even a superficialview of the
regularities among our sensations;but Bcrkeley thinks that the
case is strengthened by the following considerations,which
constitutean important part of his theory of matter. His contentions may be stated as follows. The more carefully we
investigate,nature with microscopesthe more we seem to find
a minute structure which accounts for large-scalephenomena.'
Scientistshave pushed this further and have postulated a still
more minute and wholly imperceptible structure of molecules,
atoms, light-waves, &c. By means o[ this hypothesisthey are
able to make very elaborate and detailed predictigns which are
afterwardsverifibd. Now this scemsto raise a seriousdifficulty
for Berkeley. Suppose,e.g.,that a typhoid epideinicbreaksout,
and that aftenvards a bacteriologist, investigating the milksupply miscroscopically,discoverstyphoid germs in it. He rvill
say that these (or, more strictly, their ancestors)caused the
epidemic. He will predict that, if other peopledrink this milk,
they too rvill probably exhibit symptoms of typhoid; and, as a
rrrle, his predictions will be verified. Now on Berkeley'sview
ncither these germs nor anything like them existed until the
bactcriologist sar,r'thcmr i.e., until after the epidemic had
, they or their ancestorshave causedthe
started. How then
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epidemic? Again, on Berkeley'sview, thesegermswill ceaseto
exist and there will be nothing like thern as soon as the bacteriologist ceasesto look through his microscope. How then can they
or their descendantscause typhoid in people who afterwards
drink the milk? The caseis still worse with molecules,atoms,
and light-waves. For, since they are imperceptible, they never
exist at all. Yet we ascribe various observable effects to themand theseare found to take place.
Berkeley'ssolution is to distinguish between empirical regularities and genuine causal transactions. Even if germs and
atoms could exist unperceived, they could not causeanything
on his view. For they would consistof unsensedsensibilia,and
sensibilia could not be agents. The only possibleagents are
minds exercisingvolition. We can therefore be certain at the
outset that the real cause of typhoid symptoms or of coloursensationscould not be germs or light-waves. The real cduses
must be God's volitions in everycase.The empirical uniformities
are simply rules which God generally follows in the order in
which he suppliesus with sensations.The minute mechanisms,
which we seem to discouer
with the miscroscopeand which rve
wrongly regard as the causesof phenomena, are simply more
minute and subtle signsfrom which we can infer God's intentions.

of typhoid in people who drink certain milk he will always also
produce thesepeculiar visual sensationsin bacteriologistsif they
will take the trouble to look at the milk through microscopes.
Hence the appearanceof germs in milk is a sign of God's intention to produce symptoms of typhoid in anyone who shall drink
the milk. The more carefully and minutely we investigate, the
more subtle will be the regularities which we shall discover and
the more we shall learn of God's habits and intentions. So the
appearanceof a minute structure in matter, which appears to
explain large-scalephenomena,is a further proof of the wisdom
and the benevolenceof God, who thus deliberately gives us
signsof what he will do under various conditions if we will take
the trouble to look for them. Yet this minute structure exists
only when it is perceived,and it really has no more to do with
causing the phenomena which we infer from it than a time-
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table has to do with causing the trains to run at the times
stated in it.
I hope that I have now given a tolerably fair, clear, and
adequateaccount of Berkeley'stheory asa whole. I shall devote
the rest of my lecture to discussingit critically.
r. Does the phrase'material thing' just mean a group of
sensibilia of various kinds which regularly accompany each
other? I think that Berkeley's statement here needs to be
limited in some ways and supplementedin others. It seemsto
me that an essentialpart of the ordinary notion of a material
thing is that it is a solid object whose surfaceis quite literally
pervaded by colour, by hotncssor coldness,and so on. Suppose
that I have the experiencewhich would be describedas looking
at a cricket-ball. I sensea round brown colour-expanse._Nqujt
dles seemto me that I regard this visual sensibileas part -o:frfte
su,rfaceof a sphere which is brown all over in exactly thq g41p_e
way in which the sensibilewhich I am sensingis brown. I
regard the rest of the surfaceas something of exactly the same
kind as the sensibilewhich f am now sensing. From any one
position I can senseonly one part of thistontinuous brown
spherical surface,and from any two positions I sensedifferent
parts, though these may overlap more or less. My natural
tendency is to think of the round brown sensibilewhich I sense
at arrymoment from any position as simply one particular part
of the completebrown sphericalsurfaceof the ball, a part which
particular position
is selectedfrom the rest of the surfaceby
-y
at the time in relation to the ball.
Similar remarks would apply, mutatis mutandis,to tactual
sensibilia,such as I should senseif I graspedthe ball in the palm
of my hand. Moreover, although I cannot feel the brownnessof
the ball nor seeits coolnessand smoothness.I4orot_regard the
tactual sensibilia which I sensewhen I feel it ap numerically
diiferent from the visual sensibiliawhich I sensewhen I look
4t it. I think of all parts of the surfaceas beingat once brown,
in the way in which the part that I am now seeingis brown,
and cool and smooth in the way in which the part which I am
now.feeling is cool and smooth. There are various qualities
which peruade the whole surface,but each requires a different
seeand not touch a certain part
senseto reveal it to me. I
-uy and I may touch and not seethe
of the surfaceat one moment,
samepart at another moment. That very samepart will manifest its brownness and not its coolnessor smoothnesson the first
occasion.and will manifest its coolnesiand smoothnessbut not
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its brownnesson the secondgccasion.On the first occasionit will
count asa visual sensibileand on the secondasa tactual sensibile.
I am prepared thereforeto acceptBerkeley'sstatementif I am
allowed to limit it ancl to par.ticularizcit asfollows. 4lg5lqgt
part of the common_notionof a material thing is that its surfaqe
-in-Ihe
'c-iiniists-"
of visuat anE-tictual sensibilia inteiconnected
w^?yl-p'hph-I: have iou ghly describe<labove.
The ways in which Berkeley'sstatementneedsto be corrected
and amplified are the following.
(a) A material thing is not thought of asjust a closedsurface
with colour and temperature and roughness or smoothness
spread over it. It is thought of as a solid pervaded throughout
by various qualities. Moreover it is conceivednot only ashaving
qualities but as being the seat of various active and passive
powers,such as impenetrability, inertia, &c. This aspectof the
ordinary notion of matter may best be dealt with in con4exion
with Berkeley'saccountof causationin generaland the causation
of sensationsin particular.
(D) I think it is plain that the ordinary man doesnot regard
sounds and srnellsand tastesas parts of material things in the
straightforward way in which he thinks of visual and tactual
sensibiliaas being so. We naturally think of a sound or an odour
as emanating
from a material thing rather than as being in any
sensea part of it. At most we might be inclined to identify a
sound which we hear with a certain event in a material object
rvhich we might see,e.g., the striking of a clapper on the surface
of a bell. But I think that we should lather tend to regard the
sound as something that permeatesthe air round the bell in
consequenceof the stroke that has taken place within the bell.
BeforeI leavethis topic and passto the next I want to make it
quite clear that I have been concerned here simply with the
question: What do ordinary men understand by the phrase
'material thing', and what do they believe to be the relations
between their sensationsand the material things which they
ostensiblyperceive by means of these? I have not been concerned with the consistencyof this notion or the truth of these
beliefs. Whether Berkeleybe correct or not, I agreewith Hume
that a carefulinspectionof the empirical factsmakesthe comlnonsensebeliefswhich I have been describingextremely difficult to
accept without seriousmodifications. . t
z. Is it meaninglessto suggestthat there could be unsensed
sensibilia? In $ g of the Principlesof Iluman KnowledgeBerkeley
saysthat the statement'There lvasa sound'just means'A sound
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was heard'; 'There was an odour' just means 'An odour was
smelled' and so on. He sumsthis up by saying that 'to exist', as
applied to sensibleobjects,just means'to be perceived'. (I shall
substitute'sensed'for 'perceived' in this connexion.)
I think it is plain from the later parts of the book that Berkeley
would wish to modify this in the following respects.He would
wish to say at the very least that 'There was a sound' means
'Either a sound was heard, 0r one would have been heard if
certain conditions describablein terms of sensationshad been
fulfilled'. He would even wish to go further, and to say that
'There was a sound' means 'Either a sound was heard by some
man or animal, or, if not, one was heard by God'. I think it
would be fantastic to maintain that any proposition about God
of such a statementas 'A sound was heard'.
is part of the meaning
So we can confine our attention to the first suggestedmodification of Berkeley'scontention itr $ g.
We may put this as follows. Unlesst$e statement'There was
a sound' is interpreted as a conditional progosition about what
would have been heard under certain unfulfilled conditions, it
can mean only that a sound was heard. No other categorical
interpretation of this categorical sentenceis intelligible. Now
I think that many of us would find this doctrirqe almost selfevident about odours and fairly plausible about sounds.
But do we find it in the least plausible about visual sensibilia?
Is it at all obvious that the statement'There was a brown round
just meansthat such an object either wassensed,
colour-expanse'
or, if not, would have been sensedunder certain conditions?
So far from this seemingobvious to me, it doesnot seemin the'
leastplausible. When I look at a cricket ball I take myself to be
aware of a part of its surface, and I assumewithout question
that the rest of the surfacewhich I cannot seefrom my present
position ei now brown in exactly the same categorical sensein
which the part that I am seeingis brown. Arguments may be
produced to show that this belief is falseor highly improbable.
Butwhen I am told that I cannot really be believingthis, sinceit is
unintelligible nonsense,but must be believing someconditional
proposition about what I should be sensing under certain
unfulfilled conditions, I remain completely unconvinced. Why is it that Berkeley'scontention seemsso obvious about
We may note
odoursand sounplausibleabout colour-expanses?
at once that the sensibilia about which it seems obvious are
those which we do not regard as parts of material things, whilst
those about which it seemsunplausible are those which we do
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regard-as parts of the surfacesof material things. But there is
more than this to be said a6out the question. . ,We gjve the name of 'sensation' to the experienceswhich we
have
when we feel toothache, when we smill an odour, when
we hear a sound, when we see a colour-expanse, and so on.
From a physiologi_galpoint of view these experiencesagree in
the fact that they all arise directly from the stimulation oi ro-"
receptive grgan at the outer end of somesensorynerve. From a
psychological and epistemological point of view they agree in
the negative respectthat none of them are discursiveexpeil"rr."r,
as thoughts, judgements, reasonings,&c., are. But ihere is a
positive-psychological and epistemological respect in which the
first and the last of the experiencesen,rmer.tid above seem to

differ profou"dly. ft ir

pleug!!_eto sugglEst
that havrng

"q!_4_?U.a sensation of toothache consisti in being acqi-rainted-r^,itt,u

j-ssalty_e'iy;"r'i;.1s'.=r"
+11F:r"i$gUlg.l_a-F:fifrffi
nave a sensatronot toothac.hgsgqgr-S_tA-ggn$i.st.in achily
feeling

hv-o\iect'-Qq _q&-qthsrlraudit ii
!- tf.lt hayin€.a s_gntation
of a

consistsin feeline browniv and
f thCii abiurdity'on th;ir-llces.
loesseemto consistin being acquainted
with a particular which is round and has brownness-spriadover
it and which manifests these characteristics.
'
I sugge-q!then, that among the very diverseexperienceswhich
are called 'sensations'there are someto which the analysisinto
act.of sensing and sensibileis obviously applicable and some to
which itis prinafacie i1applicable. It-seems to me that, when_
ever it is applicable, it is intelligible to suggestthat there might
be unsensedsensibilia which have, but ao not manifest, quafiles
like those which sensedsensibilia have and manifesi. 'where
it is not applicable the question does not arise. Suppose that
to have a sensationof toothachejust is to feel achily. Then the
ciuestion whether there could be an unfelt toothacire would be
meaningless,becauseachinessis a special way of feeling and
is not a special quality which certain objects possessand i,vhich
tney marutestwhen someonesensesthem. ..
think that philosophershave been tempted by considerations
ot^Icontinuity to treat all sensationsas alike in structure. The
various kinds of sensation can.be arranged in a scale, starting
from those to which the analysisinto actJ ofsensingand s"tuiuil"
seemspimafadc inapplicable and ending with th6se for which
it seemsto be plainly required. sensations of smell seem to be
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the last ihat could plausibly be treated like those of toothache,
whilst those of sound seem to be the first that could plausibly
be treated like sensationsofcolour-expanses. I do not think that
direct inspection would enable anyone to decide with much
confidence about the right analysis of either of these two
ct
intermediate kinds of sensation.
Since there is this continuity, and since reflective personslike
to introduce as much urlity as they can into their'theories,there
is a strong temptation to insist, in spite of all appearancesto the
contrary, that the structure of all sensations is alike. Some
people will treat a sensationof toothache as if to have one were
to sensean achy object and not to feel in an achy way. Others
will treat a sensation of a round brown colour-expansb as if to
have one were to feel in a certain way and not to sensean object
of a certain kind. I suspect that each kind of unification does
violence to the facts; but the secondseemsto me to be more
\
palpably absurd than the first.
',
Now I am inclined to think that the alleged inconceivability
of unsensedsensibilia owes such plausibility as it has to the
following process.We seethat sensationsat the lower end of the
scale are just feelings; that qualities like achinessare ways of
feeling; and that there is no question here of a distinction,
within the sensation,of a cognitive act directed upon a cognized
object and revealingits qualities.In the caseof sensationsat the
upper end of the scalewe seethat we can and must distinguish
cognitive act and cognizedobject, and that qualities like brownnessand roundnessbelong to the latter and are revealedby the
former. Yet the continuity of the seriesof sensationsmakesus
want to assimilatethoseat the two extremesas much as possible.
Ss,we-lag|P.l.gstqely insisting that the, two factors which we
have had to distinguish ir1 lhe fiigher sen-iafionsare logicZllflifrseparable,likeshapeand extension.The brownnessand thEorin?lnessdo indeed belong only to the cognized factor; hBgtht;i tF-e
cognized faitor is logiially i.1p_ep.411b"!e
fi-o.ltt.tlt9.go-gliltlq.f"qtgl
and so it is as inconceivable that there should be uniensed brown
round colour-expanses:ui that there should be unfelt toq![r3cfr3:_s.
I should not venture to suggestthat Berkeley himself reached
his conclusion that the esseof serqible objects is percipi by this
devious route. I think it much more likely that he was led to it
by the ambiguitiesof the words'idea'and'perceive'. But other
people who have been fully aware of these ambiguities have
reached the sameconclusion, and I can think of nothing les farfetched to explain the fact.
xxvru
s '

",
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details. Presumably this happens when a Person dreams that
he is seeinga cricket-ball.
It is essintial ro notice that this kind of distinction between

Though Berkeley usesthe word 'perceive' so carelessly,-fdo
not thinf that he would deny what I have been saying. Where
we should differ rvould be on the following point. I should say
that when a man ostensiblyseesa material thing he automatically takes the visual sensibilewhich he is sensingto be-part of
the surfaceof a three-dimensionalobject in front of him. I should
say that he automatically assumesthat the rest of the surfaceis
'categoricalway- in
coioured in precisely the same literal and
I
which the sensibilewhich he is sensingis so. should admit that
there are strong empirical arguments against these qncritical
beliefs,but I should iay that there is nothing logically absurd
about them.
Berkeley,on the other ltand, would, I suppose,have to saythat
nobody could entertain such beliefsas I have been describing,
becausethe sentenceswhich I have written down are meaninglessif taken literally. He would have to say' presumably, that
the-non-inferential beliefswhich constitute an essentialfactor
in any ostensibleperception are all conditional beliefsabout the
,.rrsaiionswhich one would have if one were to do certain things
or which one would havehad ifone hdd donecertainthings'
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that they are a great deal more
which, even when we do percr
many qualities which they do
for they have iruides *.ll as
temperatures as well ""
as coloun
thing which can be perceived by several people simultaneously
or successively,and Uy
F. same person on many different
occasionsfrom various points
of view and by
kinds of sensation. tastly, they are things which
-.u"r'oi"uiio".
rrru. .toiutt nJ$g powe$; which interaci with eaJh other; u"a-*f,itt
unfold their own chequered histories whether u"yl,'. p.r.;i;;
them or not. If we are toargue from the meanings .f *ira*
sentences-and this. is what Berkeley is doingJtn.r,
""a
*. *rrrt
argue-from their full meanings and imprications anJ
tioa small selection which specially favours one's own case.
"oi
(iil ''what do-we perceive besideour own ideas or sensations?'
'l hrs
-,
rs -uerkeley'ssecondrhetorical question. The first answer
is
in the same sensehere as in the

you perceive your Thames and
other hand, if-'perceive' is not being used in the same sensein
the two rhetorical questions,the wh6le argument or*rri.r, trrey
are premissescollapses.
There
ir^gdlr one interpretation which I can put on the second
questi.gnif its-implications are to be generaly acceptaurr.
rils
this. 'What do f sense,on any o".*lo'when
I ui"
perceiving a material thing, but a sensibile which "rr."riUlu
;;;il;
cannot be identified with the thing as a whole
doesnot manifest to me all the qualiiies which
""a ""ri"iJi,
thing is believedto have? Andis not the fact "r;;;;;;nil;
thar i il.;;;
and such a sensibileon any occasion,and that it trr." *""ir*t"
to me suchand suchqualities,alwaysdeterminedto ro,'..*i..rt
position-and by the sense-organswhich I ;
!y *J
time?' If the question is interpretid in this *t
";i;;;;-;h;,h;;
i;hilk
nearly everyonewould aruiweryes. But I can think orr,o
ott..
interpretation of the statement that each orur p.*i,r"r;;,ht;;
but ier oun ideas and sensationsin which it hoes il ;;;;-h:
qyT:io." in Berkeley's favour. It is the litlle phrase ,o",
?*";
rnh.19l1
rs_sodangerous and question-begging.
(iii) 'Is it not plainly repugnant thaiin/one of'our ideas
or
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sensations,'or any combination of them should exist unperceived?' This is ttre third rhetorical question. I take it that
'repugnant' means 'internally inconsistent'. Now, as I have
already said, I can detect no internal incohsistency in the
doctrine that, when I look at a cricket-ball from a certain
position, the brown round sensibile which f sense is quite
literally a certain part of a complete spherical surface which is
brown exactly as this sensibile is brown, and is also cool and
smooth exactly as a tactually sensedsensibile would be. This
sensibile-would be private to me and subjective,on this view,
in two respectsonly. My position relative to the ball at the time
would determine that this particular part of the whole spherical
surfaceshall then be sensedby me. And the fact that I am using
would determine that
my eyesand not my hands assense-organs
' the brownness,and not thesmoothnessorthecodlness,of this part
is manifestedto me at the time. When I ceasedto senseit all
that would happen to it is that it would no longer be selected
from the rest of the surface,and that its brownnesswould no
longer be selectedfrom the rest of its qualities. But it would not
ceaseto exist and it would not ceaseto be brorvn.
It seemsto me, then, that Berkeley has failed to show that
there is any internal contradiction even in the crudest and most
naive form of realismabout material thingsand sense-perception.
4. If there were material things, in the sensein which Berkeley
deniesthis to be possible,would it be impossible,as he alleges,
that they should be agents? The first point to notice is that this
would not follow from the premiss that individual sensibilia
cannot be agents. For, on any view, even a visual or tactual
sensibile.ri not a material thirlg. Even on the most naively
realistic view it is at most a subjectively selectedpart of the
surfaceof such a thing, as explained above. And, on any view,
an auditory sensibileis not a part of a material thing even to
this limited degree. So sensibiliamight be incapable of activity,
for these reasons,even if material things were agents. In this
connexion everything turns on Berkeley'scontention that the
only possibleway of being active is Yo exercisevolition. f must
confessthat I have not a clear enoughnotion ofagency to accept
or to reject this contention with any great confidence. I should
supposethat each of us deriveshis notion of being active and of
being constrained from such experiencesas he has when lifting
weights, bending bars, being buffeted by a high wind, swimming
against a stream, and so on. Another source is no doubt such
experiences'astrying to keep one's attention fixed on a certain
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subject-in the midst of inner and outer distractions, trying to
remember a person's name or a word in a foreign tongue, ind
so on. If we call these'conative experiences',then I s[ould be
prepared to say that each ofus deriveshis notion ofacting and
being acted upon from his conative experiences.But it doesnot
seem to me to follow that when we ascribe agency to anything
we_are ipsofado ascribing conative experiences in general or
volitions in particular to it. I would rather be inclined to say
that we are ascribing to it something which, in the case of
conscious and self-consciousbeings, manifests itself to them by
way of their conativeexperiences.Sinceinanimate things would
lrave 19 experiencesat all, they would not have thoseexplriences
by which we become conscious of being active or bCing constrained. But is it really obvious that they might not be active
or Deconstrained, as we are; though they could nothavefeelings
of activity and of constraint, as we have?
5. I come now to the last topic which I shall discussin this
lecture. I have tried to argue that Berkeley has failed to show
that- there is any internal inconsistencyeven in the most naively
realistic view of material things and our perceptionsof them.
But we must remember that Berkeley was not primarily concernedwith that view. For him the only doctrine worth seriously
considering and refuting was that of Descartes,Locke, and the
Newtonian scientists,i.e., what Hume calls'the view of Modern
Philosophy'. Naive realism might be described as a selectiue
theory of sense-perception,
whilst the Descartes-Lockedoctrine
might be described as a causaltheory of it. According to naive
realismvisual and tactual sensibilia,at any rate, are subjectively
s-electedparts of the surfacesofperceived material things. This
doctrine had been rejected, for reasonswhich were parily good
and partly bad, by everyonewhom Berkeleyneededto consider
seriously. According to the Descartes-Locketheory there are
material things in the plain straightforward senseof solid objects
bounded by closedsurfacesand endowed with various powers.
But, when,a person perceivessuch an object, he is nevei being
acquainted with any part of its surface. Nor is its surfacepervaded with any of those extensible qualities, such as colour,
coolness,smoothness,&c., which are manifestedto us in sensation. Processesin external bodies affect eur own bodies and
produce sensationsin our minds. But even if a sensationconsists
in sensing a coloured or hot extended sensibile,the latter is
something which is generated at the moment and is not a part
of the surface of the perceived material thing. A material thing
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is brown or smooth only in the sensethat it has more or less
permanent dispositionsto generate sensationsof brownnessor of
smoothnessin human observers under certain standard conditions. But it is extended in the same literal way in which
visual and tactual sensibilia are extended, t[rough no part of
its surface is ever sensedby anyone.
It is not difficult for a critic to make the Descartes-Locke
theory look very foolish. The most annihilating criticism that
I know of is to be found in Hume's Treatiscon Human Undnstanding.Berkeley's objections are fourfold. (i) To talk of anything as merely extended without having colour or temperature
or smoothnessor any other extensible quality is to use sefltences
without meaning. (ii) Extension is a quality of certain sensibilia,
and it is meaninglessto suggest that any characteristic which
cin belong to a sensibile can belong to anything which is not
sensed. (iii) For the samereasonit is meaninglessto suggestthat
the surfacesof material things might have colour, temperature,
&c., as the sensibilia which we sensedo, although no part of
these surfacesis ever sensedby anyone. For no quality which
can belong to a sensibile can belong to anything which is not
sensed. (iv) Even tf, Pn impossibile,there could be material
objects, as conceived by the Descartes-Locketheory, they could
not causesensations. For, being inanimate, they could not have
volitions, and therefore they could not cause anything.
Of these four objections f accept the first, .whilst I reject the
secondand third and am doubtful of the fourth for reasonswhich
I have already stated. I think it is quite plain that nothing
could be extended unless it were pervaded and marked out by
some quality which can cover an area or fill a volume, as colour
and temperature pervade the extension of visual and tactual
sensibilia respectively. But I seeno absurdity in supposing that
there might be substanceswhich are extended as visual and
tactual sensibilia are extended, although no part of their surfaces is ever sensed. I see no absurdity in supposing that such
substancesmight be pervaded by colours or temperatures, or
even by some kinci of extensible qualiiy which does not belong
to any of the sensibilia that we sense. Lastly,'it is not evident
to me that, if there were such substances,the mere fact that
they were inanimate would make it impossible for processesin
them to cause anything and therefore impossible for such processesto cause sensations. I think that the Descartes-Locke
theory is an extremely bizarre mixture of a causaltheory of senseperception, based on physics ,and physiology, with vestigial
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elementswhich survive from the naive realism of unsophisticated
common sense. But, if it would consent to allow that the agents
which causeour sensationsare not merell extended,but are also
pervaded by extensiblequalities of some kind, I do not think
that it would involve anv internal contradiction.
Now it is imiortant to notice that Berkeley's complete theory
is a causal theory just as much as the Descartes-Locketheory.
According to him, our sensationsare causedby the volitions of
God; and the groupings and correlations and sequencesof
sensations,which are the cash-basisof all our talk about persistentmaterial things interacting in accordancewith laws, are
due to the fact that thesevolitions form part of a general plan
in God's mind. According to the Descartes-Locketheory our
sensationsare caused by processes
of motion and vibration in
the minute particles of extended inanimate substances;and
their groupings and regularities are due to the fact that these
motions and vibrations occur in a single spatio-temporal framework and are subject to dynamical and kinematical laws.
Now supposewe grant (what Berkeleywould not admit) that
the amended Descartes-Lockehypothesisabout the causesof
our sensationsand their correlations is just as intelligible and
free from internal contradiction as his own rival hypothesis.
Would there be any reasonto prefer one hypothesisto the other?
It should be noticed that each hypothesisstarts, as it must, '

volitions which form parts of a plan. The rival hypothesisis that
the causesof our sensationsresemble the visual and tactual
sensationswhich we sense,at least in having extension,figure,
and motion, and that their inter-relations are somewhat like
thoseof individual sensibiliain a single visual field.
Now it seemsto me that there is one fact which is primafacie
in favour of Berkeley's hypothesisand one which is prlmafaiie in
favour of the amended Descartes-Lockehypothesis.
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hypothetical kind of action. Each of us has observed by intro'
spection actual instancesof volitions producing something very
much like sensations. On the other hand, if we are never

there is no observable analogy in sensibilia. There is not the
least reason to believe that any of the sensibilia that I sense

anothermind produce each person's sensations. There is a huge

,l

causeeven of a voluntarily produced image includes the traces
of one's past sensationsas an essentialfactor. Now most of the
sensationswhich one gets from moment to moment are in no
way dependent on traces of one's previous sensations. So
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The fact which seemsto favour the Descartes-Lockehypothesis
is this. If we take each observableregularity among our sensations singly, there is very little to choose between ascribing it
to a certain regularity in the behaviour of Descartes-Locke
material things or to a certain habit of volition in God's mind.
But, as Berkeleywould admit, we do not rest at this stage. We
try to co-ordinate various regularities with each other in a single
rt:,_.#; and to infer further and more subtle regularities which
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have not yet been noticed. To a very great extent we have
succeededin doing this. Now the suggestionthat each observable regularity is due to a habit of volition in God's mind, and
that these various conative dispositions are interconnected in
the way in which the various conations in the mind of a person
who carries out a plan are interconnected, is not in practice
found to be helpful. It does not enable us to co-ordinate the
various regularities among our sensationsand to predict others.
But the supposition that each of the observable regularities is
due to the movements of extended particulars in a single
spatial system subject to certain simple laws does enable us to
co-ordinate these regularities and to predict others.
If Berkeley were right, theoretical physics would be the
psychology of God's conative dispositions. In that case presumably the most hopeful way to unravel it would be by analogy
with the psychology of our own conative dispositions. But
actually this analogy doesnot help us in the least. On the other
hand, the supposition that the persistent and independent causes
of recurrent groups ofsensationshave shapesand sizesas visual
sensibilia do, and that they move about in a public space as
such sensibiliamove in visual fields, doeshelp us to co-ordinate
the observedregularities and to predict new ones.
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